North American Transit Protection Plan

The Importance of Transit Protection
North American International is committed to giving you peace of mind

The North American International Protection Plan
offers two options: a Gold Plan and a Standard Plan:

throughout your international move. You can be sure that when you trust your

Gold Plan – The Gold Plan, our most comprehensive coverage, automatically

possessions to North American International, you know that we have the

insures your possessions at $12.50 per pound and includes coverage for high

experience, expertise and resources to carefully pack, wrap and load your

value items, pairs and sets, mechanical and electrical derangement, as well as

household goods for the rigor of international transportation.

mold and mildew. To sign up for Gold Plan protection, simply check the Gold Plan
box on the International Transit Protection form and complete three sections —

Of course, the unexpected can happen. Any journey by air, road or sea has

there are no detailed inventory lists to compile. With Gold Plan coverage, you

associated risks of accidental loss and damage during the journey, or handling

can relax, knowing your treasured belongings are covered 100%.

at sea ports, airports and any customs inspections. That’s where the North
American International Transit Protection Plan comes in.
Under our plan, your household goods and personal effects will be comprehensively
protected while they are in our care. As a result of our size and experience, our plan
offers special advantages and benefits that are either excluded or additional from
other moving companies. For example, in the event that you need to make a claim,
there is no deductible to pay and any claim is settled directly with our experienced
claims team and not by an unrelated third party.

Standard Plan – Under the Standard Plan, you determine the full replacement
value of your possessions at destination, so you will be required to complete a
detailed valued inventory of your items and complete all sections of the Transit
Protection Form. Please remember that the cost of replacement in the country that
you are moving to may be significantly higher than the original purchase price.
With both types of coverage, you have the option of completing a paper form
or an online form which automatically calculates the value of each item listed,
totals each section completed and creates a PDF file for your records.
We cannot stress enough the importance of protecting your international
shipment through the Transit Protection Plan. If you don’t and something is lost
or damaged, North American International assumes no liability.
Whether you opt for the Standard Plan or the Gold Plan, you can rest assured
that, no matter what happens, your personal possessions will be properly
protected as they are transported to your new home.
To learn more about the Transit Protection Plans available
from North American International, contact your local North
American representative or visit northamerican.com.
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